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W. E. B. DuBois penned these words as context for
his Souls of Black Folk: "I have stepped within the
Veil, raising it that you may view faintly its deeper
recesses, --the meaning of its religion, the passion of
its human sorrow, and the struggle of its greater
souls." 1 For one hundred years, this haunting
proclamation and its company commentary on the
nature and meaning of "two-ness" have shaped
discussions on Black American thought and life. Even
a quick survey of twentieth-century writings related to
African Am ericans surface s countless arguments all
framed by this racial dichotomy. For example, the
study of Black religion, a major area of African
American scholarship, embraces this dichotomy and
de fines lib erating praxis based upon the dicho tomy's
assumed legitimacy.

opaq ue dimensions of life, that the creative impulse
for fullness of being is developed and nurtured, and
impo sed notions of meaning d o not penetrate to this
level of existence.
In the following pages, I explore the manner in which
DuB ois' framing of African American consciousness'
depth suggests a hermeneutic that might prove helpful
in the do ing of black religious stud ies. This
hermeneutic is not the hermeneutic of suspicion that
dominants black religious studies; rather, it is an
intriguing alternative, one meriting additional
attention and ap plication. In short, DuB ois provides a
hermeneutic by which the aesthetic dimensions of
black life are used to interpret Ame rica. It is a
hermeneutic of "aesthetics" as so ul or depth, and it is
concerned with the elemental impulses that mark
African American existence. As a way of anchoring
DuB ois' preoccupation with the black body's more
soulful dimensions, I begin this exploration by
looking to music, the mode of "voice" that frames
each chap ter of Sou ls.4

The Sou ls of Bla ck Folk, however, while outlining the
mantra of the color line and the continuing
significance of ra ce (i.e., blackne ss and whiteness) is
not restricted to discussion of blackness (the "racing"
of African Americans) as a narro w and simplistic
characterization of power relations and "being" in the
United States. This text is concerned also with
dimensions of life that are not captured by restrictive
and myo pic discussions o f black consciousness
framed in terms of what Victor Anderson critiques as
"ontological blackness".2 Albeit central, the question
"how do es it feel to b e a problem?" cap tures only a
portion o f the book's prem ise because D uBo is is also
concerned with the creative unraveling of black
humanity as it occurs in the more opaque areas of
African American life.3 or example, I believe Sou ls
offers a so ft assertion that blac k bodies ha ve "w eight"
or "soul" that is not fully ac counted fo r through talk
of the existential dimensions of race and race
relations. It is through this soul, the inner and more

M usic and the "Style" of L ife 5
Music, the sp irituals and the blue s, is so imp ortant in
the form ation o f consciousne ss or sub jectivity in
African American communities because it is such a
large cultural marker. It was the first African
American response to absurdity, and it entails the
expression of dignity in spite of the dehumanizing
tendencies of the modern world. When things were
falling a part, music kept body and soul together,
connecting them through a style of expression, an
aesthetic mode of interpretation and movement. The
movement was deep, so deep that white cultural
1
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voyeurs missed much of its meaning and content, not
realizing that they paid a dear price, a heavy price, for
those moments of pleasure: Black listeners received
subversive bits of information, and white folks were
captured by the strange tones. When the blues were
played, enjoyment by white folks often entailed a
process of signification they failed to "ge t." Hell, lots
of black folks could not appreciate the serious nature
of play at work in the blues. In fact, just when we
think we have dug to the core, we discover another
layer of complex meaning and vision, another layer of
speculation on the nature and flow of life. In many
ways, spirituals and the blues speak to a black style of
living, the rhythmic sway by which many African
Americans have walked through a veiled world.
Emb edded in the word s and the rhythm an impulse
exist, a musically defined drive, that speaks to the
manner in wh ich African Am erican have felt the pulse
of life, measured it, and harnessed it with purpose. It
is, of course, a meaning that runs counter to the
dominant society's efforts to limit the human and
cultural worth of black people. In this music, one
finds a source of questioning, prodding the conditions
of life, flipping and examining existential
circum stances until som ething useful surfac es. It is
recognition of the value of African Americans
through their ability to shape and control language
and, in this way, construct a world. Yet, this language
has shaped a world marked by a mature depiction of
life; it is one that recognizes the absurd nature of
enco unter, but in a way that avo ids nihilism while
calling into question the nature o f social crisis. That is
to say, this music teac hes life can be harsh, but in
some cases is quite laughable.
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The Aesthetics of "Soul" and the Religion of
Veiled B odies

Connected to this style of making me aning is a
posturing of the body - a placement of bodies in
various spaces of socioeconomic, political, and
cultural purpose. W hat happens when the twisting and
turning of these "raced" bodies is used as the central
or organizing metaphor for the development of
African Am erican religious experience and its
theological articulation?
W hat DuBo is promotes is a concern with the
significance of the physical body -- flesh -- for a
proper understanding of the existential and
ontological difficulties encountered by African
Americans, as well as the creative ways in which a
deeper sense of being is developed. Of great
significance regarding this is the manner in which he
suggests we might understand religiosity, the
expression of ultimate concern and meaning, in part
through examining the body as it occupies time and
space. It is through a focus on the body that one sees
the manifestations of a deep impulse - a soul-, a drive
for full humanity that pushes through over-determined
and fix identities. Perhaps this is the implication of
DuBois' words regarding "book-learning":
In those som ber forests of his striving his
own soul rose before
Him, and he saw himself, -- darkly as
through a veil; and yet he
Saw in himself some faint revelation of his
pow er, of his m ission.
He bega n to have a dim feeling that, to attain
his place in the
W orld, he must be himself, and not another.7

I got the world in a jug,
The stopper in my hand.6
As countless lyrics suggest, life is survivable and
more. One need o nly face it, with vision, imagination,
and tenacity.

In "Of the Faith of the Fathers" (Sou ls), as a young
school teacher "fresh from the East," DuBois shares
with readers a word on the nature of early black
religion. He was familiar with a form of worship that
was rather "v ery quiet and subd ued." 8 But in the
south, on a dark Sunday evening, he approached a
small village church and was met by an energy and
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passio n unfam iliar to him. Referencing this energ etic
worship experience, he presents the triadic structure
of black religion that revolves around the preached
word, music, and the encounter with the spirit of God
(i.e., shouting or the frenzy). While distinctive
elements, what I find intriguing, in spite of the flaws
in DuBo is' presentation and ana lysis, is the man ner in
which each element points to a central reality - the
black bo dy and its encounter with a cosmic o ther as a
way of breaking the Veil.
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one might think of the Black Church in the following
way: the contemporary C hurch seeks to establish
blacks as agents of will -- with all the accompanying
benefits and responsibilities. Christian gatherings
orchestrated by the church often serve as a ritual of
exorcism so to speak in that they foster a break with
status as will-less objects -- impoverished forms -and encourage new forms of relationship and
interaction premised upon b lack intentionality and
worth. Poverty and its resulting conditions pushes on
the poor a sense of worthlessness, of nihilism, by
which life is rendered o f little value and their bo dies - as the mechanism of this life -- are seen as of little
importance. Based on this, for example, it becomes
norm al for young peop le confined to areas of po verty
to think m ore q uickly of their funerals than their
futures. Yet, the black body constructed as ugly and
impoverished was signified du ring church gatherings,
and it was transformed into ritual devices through
which the glory of God and the beauty of human
mov ement was celebrated.

W hile blac k religious thought has given implicit
importance to the bo dy, DuB ois provides a
theoretical framework and methodological
sensibilities that might serve to push this further by
recognizing more deeply the manner in which the
body manifests deep impulses or "strivings" that say
something about religion.
During what remains of this essay, I would like to
suggest one p ossible app lication o f this sensibility, a
thinking through the manner in which sensitivity to
physical bodies as signs and symbols of something
having ontological and epistemological importance
might b e played out.

Through the more ecstatic mode s of black wo rship
the black body is rescued temporarily from the
physical ramifications bec ause the bo dy beco mes a
vessel for cosmic energy. In this capacity, the
potential for healing and reworking the body
increases in that the person so possessed can provide
important messages, be the source for healing, and
can spark an ecstatic respon se from others. O ne gets a
sense of this, for example, early in the development
of the B lack C hurch in the form of ring shouts, a
rhythmic movement of the body that must have
resembled the sway and jerk of bodies associated
with trances and ecstatic behavior in traditional
African religion. Although despised by many church
leaders because shouting reminded them of the
culture of slavery -- a slave past that should be
replaced through worship refinements reflecting white
religious expression such as proper hymns and
thoughtful sermons -- these ring shouts demonstrated
the beauty and value o f black bod ies, flesh that could
channel the spirit of God. Such bodies had to be of
profound value and wo rth, irrespective o f economic
holdings. Through the ring shout black bodies were
redeemed in ways the fought against continuing

DuB ois encounters the primal impulse of religious
devotion, a deep connection that is expressed and
celeb rated always in re ference to the physica l bod y.
The preached word glimpses an alternative
arrangement and the presence of the preacher
connotes the realness of an altered place in the world
as, during slavery, this preacher arose on the
plantation as " bard , physician, judg e and priest." 9
The music DuBois mistakenly refers to as sorrow
songs speaks to the terror of bodies fixed in time and
space, physical forms tormented by the confinement
of raced identity; but this lament is accompa nied b y a
perplexing sense of hope. Through the shout or frenzy
black bodies were transported beyond the
confinements of the Veil and placed in communion
with that which affirmed their huma nity.
W hat was true during the period of slavery, remained
fundamentally in place as black religion
institutionalized. Mindful of DuBois's perspective,
3
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efforts to im poverish them.
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might help clarify what is black and religious about
black religion.

Deformations with respect to health concerns are
addressed through the 'healing' potential of the divine,
and what were once considered bodies of limited
value in the larger social setting are given great
worth. W ould the divine m anifest in anything less
than an important and useful vessel? Possession by
the holy gives the poverty stricken body new value, a
new level of spiritual beauty that overrides -- at least
during the period of communitas -- the physical
realities of life under the status quo.
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Truth is no lo nger d efined by the ability of a gro up to
enforce its will, its desires, its recollection of things.
No w, throu gh incre ased spiritual vitality, the truth
about blacks, about existence, is tied only to the
powe r of God to manifest in the flesh of believers.
The rules and tortures of this hostile land are
momentarily mitigated by the Holy Spirit's presence
and establishment of a space in which external
dilemmas are held at bay and harmony is the rule.
Black bod ies are complex signs that represent
something both appealing and repulsive for the
society in which we dwell. For DuBois, as Charles
Long reminds us, religion has something to do with a
wrestling against re strictions o r the V eil that dwarfs
the essential meaning and impo rtance of these
bod ies.10
It is, according to So uls, within the "deeper re cesses"
of the V eil that the m eaning of blac k religion is
uncovered.11 Religio n, then, involves a struggle to
live in complex ways, or to put to rest the
"unreconciled strivings" described by DuBois.
Finally, D uBois pushes religious stud ies to
recognition the manner in which religion arises out of
the struggle to obtain ultimate meaning through a
process of "becoming". Religious experience,
therefore, entails the shaping of the individual's sense
of ultimate meaning (complex identity) in light of
com munity. 12 Articulated in light of the significance
of blac k bodies, Sou ls, speaks powerfully to new
possibilities with respect to the sensibilities that might
guide the study of blac k religion. In imp ortant ways it
4
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